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Parents:

Be a Good Example
for Your Children
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A TALK BY BHIKSHUNI HENG GWEI AT THE CITY OF THE DHARMA REALM DURING LUNCH ON OCTOBER 2, 2008
!!!ڌс!ࡺᛋ!ENGLISH TRANSLATED BY WINNIE TIU
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Now let’s talk about a related study of the children’s way
of thinking. In fact, children are born with a keen sense of
observation and learning ability. Like a sponge, at all times
and at all places, they are always absorbing teachings from
their external environment.
Last week I participated in a religious seminar. This is
the sixth year that this seminar has been conducted. When
it first started, everyone was very courteous and tried not
to step over the religious boundaries of others. This year,
since all of us are already quite familiar with one another;
we can all frankly speak our mind and earnestly discuss
the agenda.
The meeting was divided into smaller group discussions.
I was assigned to a group of three consisting of a priest, a
professor and myself. Each of us was given a list of questions
and everyone was required to answer them. The questions
included: When did you start seeking spirituality? At what
age? What kind of experiences have you had? And so on.
Finally when we talked about it, we found that all three of
us had one thing
in common – We
all started seeking
spirituality at a
young age.
I had studied
in a Catholic
school for my
elementary
and
secondary
education
in
Hong Kong. In
those days, our
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ଉཽऱ֚ඒᖂீ㠪ᦰΔ߷ழݺଚ
ऱଥՖଚຟਢৰႚอऱΔৰఢऱΖ
ڔଚຟਢઠՂႚอ९ᇕ֗༐Δ֚מ
ਢ႕ۥΔ֚ਢۥػऱΖݺऱٱ
ွΔڔଚຟਢৰᆣᑥऱΔຍਢݺᇿ֚
ඒګڇ९խऱԫڂᒴΖۖڰޓڇ
ழΔᅝݺᝫآՂᖂழΔಖݺ୮ॵ२
ڶԫଡֆႼΔޢݺԫװڻֆႼΔຟᄎ
ᆖመԫଡ٤ଉ່ཽՕऱඒഘΔ܀ൕ
ၞװመ㠪ᢰΖ㠪ᢰ৻ᏖᑌΔݺՈլव
ሐΖ܀ਢװڻޢֆႼऱழଢΔᆖመ߷
ଡඒഘΔݺຟᄎৰ۞ྥچሄڇඒഘ॰
ছऱޥՂԿଡᙰթװֆႼΖᅝݺ
ڃ୮ΔԾᆖመ߷ଡඒഘΔΰऴࠩ৵ࠐ
९ՕၞԵ۵॰հ৵ΔՂԳթᎅᆣئጆ
ᣝࠅਢᨠଃऱ֏ߪΔݺթवሐຍਢ
չᏖΛαݺՈਢԿଡᙰթڃ୮ΖՈ
լवሐ۞աչᏖڼڕΛڇᝑದࠐ
ᝫאױტ࠹ࠩᓃ።ऀထޥऱ߷ጟტ
ᤚΖ
ิٵऱ壀׀Ո༼ࠩΔ՛ழଢה
Ոٵڶᑌऱᆖ᧭Δ৵ࠐ༉Ա壀׀༓
ԼڣΖ؆ԫۯඒΔהམנመ୮Ι
༼ࠩה՛ழଢ༉ൄڶԿଡጊംΔהڇ
֨㠪৸ထΖรԫଡ༉ਢՕ۞ྥऱ
ஒΖ՛ழଢΔהൄൄԫଡԳڇል㠪
ߨࠐߨװΔࡶڙऱഭነࡉՕ۞ྥኑᙩ
ऱ߷ጟტᤚה՛՛ऱ֨ᨋΔຶྥఎ
ՀৰࠥऱٱွΖรԲଡਢඒഘऱᏚ
ڤΖהटटޢଡ៖ਈװඒഘΔۘᛖؾ
Δ壀ࡉ׀ଥՖଚᚦᐼऱᏚڤΔຍ
החኙඒഘڶৰऱٱွΖรԿଡਢ
הटटהऱᐙΖהटटৰಇᇨ
ףԫଡຨᣂ೯ΔװԱԫଡ៖ਈΖ߷
ଡ೯ਢڇԫଡ՛ᜰ۩Δլᦫሽ
ᇩΔլሽီΔլᦫگଃᖲΔչ
ᏖຟڶΔڶ֚ޢઙᡷࡉؚ݄
೯Ζࠐڃհ৵Δ׀ᘣ۞ալᤚڶչ
Ꮦ᧢ޏΔ܀ਢࠝࠩהटटऱᜭ
Ղ࿇ॽΔ।ൣՈլԫᑌΔࢬהאኙຨ

nuns were very traditional and very well-mannered. They dressed in traditional
long skirts and wore hats which were black in the winter, and white in the
summer. My impression was that they were all very holy and pure. This was
my affinity with Catholicism when I was growing up. However, even before
my school years, I remembered there was a public garden near my home.
Every time I went to this garden, I had to pass by the biggest church in Hong
Kong. Though I had never been in this church, and I had no idea what was
inside, every time I passed by that church, I would naturally kneel on the
sand at its front door and bow three times before continuing on my way to
the garden. When I returned home and passed by that church again, I also
bowed three times before heading home. I had no idea why I did that. (It was
not until I grew up, became a Buddhist nun and heard the Venerable Master
say that Saint Mary is the transformation body of Guanyin that I knew why
I was doing that.) As I speak now, I can still recollect the feeling of my knees
covered with sand grains.
The priest from my group also mentioned a similar experience from
his youth. He has been a priest for several decades. The professor, on the
other hand, had left the home-life before. He mentioned that when he was
young, he had three questions that he always contemplated in his mind. The
first one was the breath of nature. When he was young, he often roamed
around the farm by himself. The loneliness of the universe and the serenity
of mother-nature made a deep impression on his young mind. The second
was the rituals in a church. His father went to church every Sunday. He was
influenced by what he saw and heard, and the rituals conducted by the priest
and nuns during a mass also left a very deep impression on him. The third
was the influence of his father. On one occasion, his father had faithfully
participated in a seclusion retreat for a week. The retreat was held on a small
island. The participants were not permitted to answer the phone, watch TV,
or listen to the radio. There was nothing there. Every day, people would just
pray and sit in meditation. When his father returned home, he was unaware
of any change himself. However, his son observed that his father had a radiant
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ᣂڶৰࠥऱٱွΖ
ࢬאئ׀ऱৰࣹრΔլᙑ
መຍଡ႓८ழଢऱඒߛΙڇ
ຍழଢ୲࣐ඒΔመԱຍழଢΔ༉ৰᣄ
ඒऱԱΖئ׀࣠ڕᖠװᙒΔ
۞աᦟऱࠃൣΔປဩढΔאી
ڶழၴװඒ՛ΔᄎᎄԱऱ
Ζऱ܃ڇࠐآऱ֫ՂΔᚨᇠ
ڶהחԫଡৰભړऱ࿙ڣΖ
ګࡉئ׀ԳऱᏝଖᨠऴ൷ᐙ
Δऱᨠ࢚༉ᄎլԫᑌΔڶլ
ٵऱس᧯ᄎΙૉئ׀լࣹრΔᖞ֚
הᝑΚψ܃ലࠐ৻ᏖᑌΔ৻Ꮦᑌ
թאױৰڍऱᙒΖωຍᑌא৵
ԫ֊ຟਢൕܓࡉټၲࡨΖڕ׀
ئवߩൄᑗΔࣹૹᐚΔࣹૹଥ۩Δ
߷Ꮦ܃ऱᨠ࢚ݮྤݮڶຟڇᐙ܃ऱ
ΖչᏖڇඒߛຍᏖܺᣄΛຍ
լਢڂ՛ᣄඒΔۖਢՕԳऱം
ᠲΖࢬ༼אᙌՕԳଚΔ܂ߪאঞΔ
٣۞ނաऱᏝଖᨠ堚ԫՀΔᨃԫ
זႚԫזΙૉਢլᚩຍଡሐΔঞ
ᄎނᙑᎄऱᏝଖᨠᥒᙁࠩऱ֨ᨋ
ՂΔۆऱ৸უΔ֘ۖނԳ່
ૹऱຟهԱΖ
ࠡኔྤլਢڇᇿݺଚᎅऄΔ
ݺଚނڶڶณᅪؚၲΔքల
ᕽᆖՂᎅΚψ۵ऄڇၴΔլᠦၴ
ᤚΙᠦဆ༼Δྫޣڕ㤛ߡΖωՂ
ԳՈᎅΚψߠࠃઊࠃנၴΔߠࠃಮ
ࠃᏽާΖωߠࠩԫ֊ࠃઌΔլ،
ࢬಮ༝Δթ౨נᠦຍᅀ༪ऱΖڕ
࣠ݺଚߠࠩչᏖ༉ಮ႖Δլ۞܀աದ
ᅀ༪Δᝫނᅀ༪ႚܑԳהחԳದᅀ
༪ΖࢬאᎅࠐᎅװΔԫ֊ຟਢΚψא
ߪ܂ঞΔൕաದΖωݺଚઙޣ
ࡉؓΔՈൕ۞ߪದΔຍᑌթ
ᄎؓࡉڶऱݦඨΖ
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complexion and a different demeanor. Because of this event, he had a very
strong feeling about seclusion.
Therefore, parents have to really pay attention. Do not miss this golden
opportunity to educate your children. Children at this time are easy to
teach. If you miss this golden period, it will be very difficult to tutor them.
If parents know only to make money, do things that they desire, and
go shopping, and find no time to teach their kids, this will hinder their
children from developing good roots. The future of your children is in your
hands. You should give them a good and happy childhood.
The ideas and values of parents and adults have a direct influence
on their children. It will change children’s ideas and values, and they will
get different perspectives in their life experience. If parents do not pay
attention, and all day long, they keep saying, “In the future, you must do
this and that in order to make a lot of money,” then their children will see
everything in terms of the pursuit of fame and gain when they grow up.
If the parents are contented and always happy, pay attention to character
building and virtues, and emphasize cultivation, then their ideas and values
will also visibly and imperceptibly affect their children. Why is education
so difficult nowadays? It is not that little kids are hard to teach. It is the
problem of the adults. Hence, the adults should be reminded that they must
set an example themselves. First of all they should have a clear mindset of
their own ideas and values to pass on generations to come. If they do not
understand this principle, then they may instill wrong ideas and values in
their children’s minds, pollute their thoughts, and throw away what is most
important in being a person.
In fact, the Dharma is being spoken for us in every place we find
ourselves. It all depends on whether we have opened our eyes or not. The
Sixth Patriarch Platform Sutra says, “The Buddhadharma is here in the
world; enlightenment is not apart from the world. To search for Bodhi
apart from the world is like looking for a hare with horns.” The Venerable
Master also said, “One who understands what one sees will transcend the
world. One who is confused by what one sees will go astray.” When one
sees the myriad phenomena and is not confused by them, one can then be
free from this world of afflictions. If we see something and are confused
by it, not only will we get afflicted, but we will also pass our afflictions
on to others, causing them to be afflicted too. Therefore, after all is said
and done, we must start by setting an example with our own behavior. If
we hope for world peace, we must start by being peaceful ourselves. Then
there will be hope for the world to come to peace.

